offers direction for the definition of the various functionaries in the Persian period. Not surprisingly, these three texts have attracted the attention of many seeking to delineate the sociological structure of the early Persian period community and to explain the development of that structure in the following centuries. Hanson's review of Israelite religion in the early Persian period represents a consistent trend in the interpretation of these texts. After commenting on Zechariah 3 and 4 and before considering 6:9-15, Hanson states:
Zechariah thus bears witness to a stream of tradition in the early postexilic period that synthesized royal and priestly elements in a well-defined program of restoration and, for reasons no longer transparent to us, expanded the authority of the Zadokite priests so as to encompass areas earlier controlled by prophets and kings. The history of the growth and transmission of the book of Zechariah thus gives us a glimpse of the development of the Jewish community from a diarchy under a Davidic prince and a Zadokite priest to a hierocracy under a Zadokite functioning as high priest.
Isa 3:23; 62:3). 25 However, although the word Pync does appear with the terms hkwlm ("royal") and hr+( ("crown") in Isa 62:3, words often used in connection with royalty, the occurrences in Job 29:14 and Isa 3:23 lack such royal vocabulary. 26 On the other hand, tpncm ("turban" of the high priest in the Torah),
is not limited to the High Priest for in Ezek 21:31 it is used with a prince. One cannot confine either of these words to royal or priestly contexts. Pync ("turban", Zech 3:7) has no more royal overtones than the term tpncm ("turban", Ex 29:6).
tpwm y#n) --Men of Signs (3:8)
With the clothing ceremony completed in 3:5, the angel delivers two speeches.
The reference to tpwm y#n) ("an omen of things to come") in the second of these speeches, links this entire scene to the prophetic sign act form (Ezek 12:6, 11; 24:24, 27; cf. Isa 20:3) , with the investiture ceremony serving as the prophetic action and the angelic speeches as the interpretive components.
27
Such sign acts are intended to teach a lesson or symbolise a coming event and both intentions can be discerned in the interpretive comments of the angel. First, he commissions Joshua for his role as high priest in 3:6-7. Secondly, he expands his address to the entire Zadokite priesthood in 3:8-10 with his reference to Kynpl Myb#yh Ky(r ("your associates sitting before you"), a phrase which most likely does not refer to additional priests in the visionary scene but rather to priests who assist Joshua in his duties. 28 This is most likely an allusion to the instatement of the Zadokite priesthood in the priestly service as promised by moves the discussion beyond teaching a lesson to symbolizing a coming event.
Journal of Hebrew "Oil, Crowns and Thrones: Prophet, This future event, to which the instatement of the Zadokite priesthood points, is the arrival of someone whose is called xmc ydb( ("my servant, the Branch", hereafter "my servant, Zemah"). 29 11:13, 32, 34, 36, 38; 14:8; 2 Kgs 19:34; 20:6) . 30 A closer look at one of these two Jeremianic prophecies about xmc (Zemah), Jer 33:15-16, will help clarify the relationship between these priests and xmc (Zemah).
Jer 33:15-16 is a piece of prophetic poetry set within a larger prose piece focussed on the restoration of Judah and Israel from captivity (33:7). 31 The larger prophecy promises not only a return to and resettlement of the land, but a cleansing of the people's sin (Nw(, "sin/sins"; 33:8 twice) and a restoration of the fame of Jerusalem (33:9) . These points of connection can also be traced in the vision of 
Summary
Although the greater focus of the vision in Zech 3 is on the renewal of the priestly house in restoration Yehud, through it the prophet clarifies the relationship between royal, priestly and prophetic personnel in this new era. Rather than promoting priestly extension or usurpation of prophetic and royal prerogatives, this vision-sign act advocates a balance of influence, sustaining preexilic patterns.
Prophet, Priest and King in Zechariah 4

Orientation
Zechariah 4 consistently appears in discussions of the role of governor and priest in the early Persian period. In this passage the prophet is granted a vision of a lampstand fueled by oil flowing directly from two olive trees. Although there are many enigmatic features to this vision, greatest attention has been focussed on the meaning of 4:14, the explanation of the two olive trees. The angel reveals:
Cr)h-lk Nwd)-l( Mydm(h rhcyh-ynb yn# hl) ("these are the two anointed ones who stand by the Lord of the whole earth"). Clearly this shows that the olive tree imagery symbolizes two individuals (rhcyh-ynb; "the two anointed ones") intimately linked to the "Lord of all the earth," (Cr)h-lk Nwd)). First of all, one needs to revisit the phrase rhcyh-ynb ("the two anointed ones").
Past Interpretation
The term for oil here (rhcy, "anointed") is never used elsewhere for anointing, a role reserved for the Hebrew word Nm#. 34 The term here is one reserved for unmanufactured oil from the olive tree, appropriate because it flows directly from tree to lampstand. Thus even if the oil here was used for "anointing," it is not received by the two figures, but rather flowing from the two figures.
Secondly, the position of these two individuals in the vision needs to be noted carefully. They "stand by the Lord of all the earth". This combination of the verb dm( ("stand") with the preposition l( ("by") followed by a reference to deity, is found elsewhere only in 1 Kgs 22:19 (//2 Chr 18:18). 35 In this instance the prophet Micaiah observes God deliberating with the host of heaven, the divine council of angelic spirits who are "standing" (dm() "by" (l() God.
instructive that Micaiah has access to this scene and the calls of other prophets reveal that the prophet was the one human allowed into this privileged position (Isa 6; Ezek 1-3; Jer 23:16-22; Am 3:7; cf. Ps 89:6-7; Job 15:8). "Oil, Crowns and Thrones: Prophet, empowering "oil" of prophecy fueled the building project, bringing the presence of God on earth.
Summary
Therefore, rather than affirming a diarchy in the political structure of early Persian Yehud, Zech 4 highlights the key role that prophecy will play within the Jewish community both in the royal task of rebuilding the temple structure (Zerubbabel, 4:6b-10a) as well as in the priestly responsibility for the enduring temple cult (Lampstand, .
Prophet, Priest and King in Zech 6:9-15
Orientation
The third pericope in Zech 1:7-6:15 that alludes to the leadership of Persian Period Yehud is 6:9-15. This passage appears to be linked to the night visions/oracles by the final editors of Zech 1-8 because of its position prior to the superscription of 7:1. In addition, Zechariah 6:9-15 shares several points of similarity with 3:1-10 and 4:1-14. 40 The same cast of characters from ch. 3 appears: prophet, Joshua, xmc ("the Branch", Zemah), and priestly associates while Zerubbabel is noticeably absent. Furthermore, one can discern here allusions to socio-ritual types drawn from royal, priestly and prophetic contexts: a royal investiture ceremony, a priestly temple memorial rite, and a prophetic sign act. So also it will be demonstrated that the prophetic empowerment of the royal building program highlighted in chapter 4 is accentuated in 6:9-15. This array of characters, rituals and themes provides another opportunity to consider the relationship between the various functionaries in restoration Yehud.
Past interpretation
4.2.1.
4.2.2.
Past approaches have exploited 6:9-15 for evidence of tension between royal and priestly groups in the Persian period. In this pericope the prophet describes a sign act involving three recent priestly exilic returnees (Heldai, Tobijah, Jedaiah) 41 whose precious cargo is to be made into crowns. At least one crown is to be placed on the head of Joshua. 42 The speech to Joshua which follows this sign act speaks of the figure of xmc (Zemah) who will build the temple and to whom is attributed words often associated with royalty: "bear majesty…sit and rule on his throne" (w)sk-l( l#mw b#yw dwh )#y-)whw). Then in the fourth poetic couplet of this speech the prophet declares "he will be a priest on his throne" (w)sk-l( Nhk hyhw).
43
These features have led some to conclude that this sign act is extending priestly control over royal prerogatives. It is argued that an oracle which originally affirmed either a diarchy between priest and prince or possibly the ascendancy of the prince over priest, has been transformed into one which heightens the profile of the high priest either to undermine the royalist cause or to explain the absence of the royal line. 44 Is such a negative view of the present Hebrew text (MT) defensible? Does this pericope really betray the deep rifts in the Persian period community that have been suggested? Another look at this pericope will chart a new course.
Journal of Hebrew Scriptures-Mark J. Boda, "Oil, Crowns and Thrones: Prophet, Priest and King in Zechariah 1:7-6:15"
Evaluation
Two figures or one?
Two lexical features of the prophetic speech, one at the beginning and the other at the end, help clarify the number of individuals referred to in the speech. At the end of the prophetic speech directed to Joshua Zechariah tells the priest:
Mhyn# Nyb hyht Mwl# tc(w ("with peaceful understanding between the two of them"), a clear reference to two distinct people. 45 At the beginning of the speech in 6:12, Zechariah is instructed to speak wyl) ("to him"), referring to Joshua the high priest who has just been introduced in the preceding phrase (6:11b). The speech which is then directed to Joshua begins with the words: #y)-hnh ("Here is a man"). When this phrase appears in direct speech elsewhere in thee Hebrew Bible, it does not refer to the one addressed, but rather to a third party who may be approaching from a distance (2 Sam 18:26), may be present in the scene (1 Sam 9:17), may be absent but accessible (1 Sam 9:6), or may have been encountered at an earlier point (1 Kgs 20:39). 46 Thus, xmc (Zemah) cannot be Joshua to whom the speech is addressed. It is possible that xmc (Zemah) could be someone in the scene (one of the four men mentioned or Zerubbabel who is not mentioned), but it is more likely that xmc (Zemah) is not present at all because in the one instance where the individual is in the scene the article accompanies the noun (#y)-hnh, "Here is the man", 1 Sam 9:17), unlike Zech 6:12. 
4.3.2.3.
These two initial pieces of evidence reveal that 6:9-15 refers to two distinct individuals, one of which is xmc (Zemah) who is not equated with Joshua. 48 The speech itself, modeling the cadence of poetic verse, appears to refer to two individuals in its four parallel lines. 49 The first line plays off of the root xmc ("to branch out", better "to grow") identifying the name. 50 The second line identifies the initial role of the xmc (Zemah) in the rebuilding project. The third line identifies the enduring role of the xmc (Zemah) in royal rule. With the fourth line, however, we are introduced to a priestly figure who sits on a throne in the first colon, 51 before the second colon defines the relationship between this priest and
This relationship is defined as Mwl# tc( ("with peaceful understanding"), a phrase unique to Zech 6:13. Petersen has argued that the term hc( ("understanding") is not used elsewhere to indicate a "joint situation" or a "relationship" but rather "counsel received by a king" (2 Sam 15:31, 34). 52 The term "peaceful" describes this counsel which will be characterized by peace (positive counsel) or possibly result in peace/prosperity (counsel which produces peace). It appears then, that the speech speaks of two individuals, xmc (Zemah) and priest, the latter functioning in the role of counselor for the former.
The appearance of a priest in close proximity to the royal xmc (Zemah) figure is not surprising if one remembers again the xmc (Zemah) passages in Jeremiah (Jer 23; 33) where the revelation of the xmc (Zemah) figure is connected with God's return of a remnant from captivity to a rebuilt and prosperous city filled with is being realized, so also the prophecy of royal reestablishment will be fulfilled.
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It also assures the priestly house that they will have a place of privilege and counsel within the Davidic court, while reminding them of the supremacy of the royal line in authority in the community and responsibility in the building project.
Crowns and Thrones: Royal Allusions?
The Jeremianic tradition gives us a precedence for the reference to two individuals in 6:9-15. But this does not fully explain two other aspects of this text which appear to grant the priest royal status: the fact that a crown 58 is placed on Joshua's head in the sign act of 6:11 and that the priestly figure is seated on a throne in the prophetic speech of 6:13. and an honored high official (Esth 8:15) . This review reveals that hr+( has strong royal connotations, but is not limited to the king in his court. Even in literal court contexts, it can be used for a lesser member of the royal court. 59 Thus, to set a crown on the head of the high priest appears to have royal connotations, but does not necessarily signify that he is becoming a king.
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The presence of a priest on a throne in 6:13 also needs to be explained. Many have struggled with the appearance of a priestly figure on a )sk ("throne"), a term used in the previous phrase to refer to the seat of the royal Zemah figure and used regularly to refer to a royal throne throughout the Hebrew Bible, either in literal (e.g., Jer 1:15; 1 Kgs 22:10) or figurative ways (e.g., 1 Kgs 16:11). 61 The presence of two people on thrones is attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible in contexts where royal figures are taking counsel either from another king (1 Kgs 22:10) or from another figure in the court (1 Kgs 2:19, Queen Mother). In these cases one figure is clearly dominant over the other. Thus, as with the crown so also with the throne, it is possible for someone other than a king to be associated with this royal symbol, even in the presence of a king.
4.3.3.4.
4.3.3.5.
This analysis has shown that the two figures assumed by the phrases at the beginning and end of this speech are royal and priestly. 63 The priestly figure, cast in the role of counsel, is subordinated to the royal figure that will be responsible for the building of the temple. The identity of the priestly figure is never revealed, although the fact that Joshua the high priest is the addressee suggests he is either the figure or a symbol of a future figure. 64 The identity of the royal figure is never offered, but there is reason to believe that his arrival is not far off. Looking at instances which employ the phrase #y)-hnh ("here is a man") reveals that this person is within close spatial and temporal range and will soon be encountered Haggai and Ezra 1-6. 65 In the closing verse of this pericope, 6:15, the prophet drives home his key point. 66 Those who are far away will come and build the temple. The priests, eager to begin the temple project, are encouraged to await the arrival of xmc (Zemah) and his entourage from exile. Rather than expanding priestly powers, the prophet is carefully delimiting them and subtly using his prophetic authority (you will know that the Lord Almighty has sent me to you) to accomplish this.
Summary
While Zech 6:9-15 has often been paraded as evidence of the expansion of priestly authority in restoration Yehud, this paper has argued that the passage does not sustain the weight of this conclusion. While Zechariah does provide a positive vision of the contribution of the priestly caste to the restoration community, he carefully distinguishes between priestly and royal roles. The fortunes of priest are intimately linked to those of the future king.
Conclusion
5.1.
5.2.
In the past scholars have detected within Zechariah 1:7-6:15 a prophetic justification for hierocratic aspirations. 67 This justification has been located either in the original prophetic declarations of the prophet Zechariah or in an elaborate scheme of redactional revisions to that prophet's visions and oracles. This paper has disputed this approach and argued that the Zecharian prophetic tradition retains clear distinctions between prophetic, royal and priestly offices by relying on the Jeremianic tradition of the future of the royal and priestly lines.
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If there is an agenda in the Zecharian tradition in relation to leadership, it appears to be to curb priestly aspirations through emphasizing the key role that prophetic and royal streams must continue to play in Yehud. In this we may be observing the beginning phase of a trajectory, placing the prophetic stream on a collision course with the priestly. This growing tension may be reflected in Zechariah's strong indictment of the priests along with the people of the land in Zech 7:5 and possibly also help explain the addition of Zech 9-14 to chs. 1-8. 21 There has been considerable debate over how many of the clauses in v. 7 are part of the protasis of this condition. There is no question that the first two clauses are part of the protasis (condition)
Endnotes
because they both begin with the Hebrew particle M) ("if") and quite clearly the final clause ("I will give you a place among these standing here") is part of the apodosis (consequence). The controversy circles around the middle two clauses ("you will govern my house…have charge of my courts"), both of which begin with the particle Mgw (often translated "and also"). While a conditional relationship can be created by juxtaposing M) + protasis (condition) with Mg + apodosis (consequence) as in Gen 13:16; Jer 31:36, 37 , there are no cases where the apodosis is introduced by Mgw. Rather when Mgw appears after the conditional particle M) ("if") it denotes an additional member of the protasis (1 Sam 12:14) or the apodosis (Ex 8:17; 18:23; Mal 2:2) . This evidence means that the third and fourth clauses in 3:7 belong to the protasis (condition), a position bolstered by the fact that in the final clause the subject changes from Joshua ("you") to the Lord ("I"). Some have seen in these conditions an expansion of priestly powers into royal areas; cf. Rose, Zemah, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] ; but based on Deut 17:8-11, Tollington argues that such responsibilities were priestly in former times; Tollington, Tradition, [158] [159] [160] See the excellent discussion of this in Rose, Zemah, [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] 27 The term tpwm is used often in the Hebrew Bible to refer to God's visible signs before humanity, and regularly in a word pair with tw). It is employed for the great acts the Lord performed through Moses before Pharaoh (Ex 7:3, "signs and wonders"), but also for signs promised by a prophet (Deut 13:1, "omens or portents"). The word does not necessarily refer to miraculous demonstrations of divine power, for it is used in connection with the sign acts or consistently uses the word tpwm ("wonders") without tw) ("signs"). This evidence confirms that Zechariah 3 has been influenced by the prophetic sign act form. 28 The term (r ("colleague") is common in the Hebrew Bible and can be used for anyone from a close friend or mere acquaintance to a fellow-citizen or other person. Thus, based on this word alone, the angel could be referring to fellow priests, members of the Jewish community, or even other human beings within the divine council, that is, the prophets. However, these associates are . 51 Laato says this priest cannot be Joshua for the speech is addressed to Joshua, but this conclusion is not sensitive to the fact that the prophet is interpreting the sign act, Laato, Star, 202.
52 Petersen, Haggai, 278. 53 One difference is that Jeremiah uses the hif'il while Zechariah uses the qal. Thus in Zech 6 the emphasis lies on the Zemah who is growing rather than the Lord who will cause the growth as in Jer 33. 54 The building in Zech 6, however, is slightly different. The one who builds in Jer 33:7-9 is the Lord, while in Zech 6 it is Zemah. Additionally, the activity in Zech 6 is focussed on the building of the temple of the Lord, rather than the city and province in general. Tollington, Tradition, 173-174. 56 See discussion of this phrase and passage above under Zech 3. 57 This may explain why the oracle refers to "priest" rather than "high priest," because Jer 33 says nothing about a "high priest."
58 There have been some challenges in discerning the number of crowns mentioned in this passage. The present Hebrew text (MT) reads the plural "crowns" at both 6:11, 14, while the versions reproduce several different combinations (e.g., Syriac Peshitta has the singular in both cases, the Greek Septuagint has the plural [11] and the singular [14] , the Latin Vulgate the singular [11] and the plural [14] ). In the Hebrew text the only verb associated with the word is
